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We compared the performance of single V1 neuions in alert macaque 
monkeys agamst the animals' psycl!oph~s~cal nerformance duilng a b~noc-  
ular dispar~ty discnmmatlon task The  stiinull were dynamlc random dot 
patches matched to the receptive field sire, surrounded by a n  annulus of 
dots at  a fixed d l spa i ty  (thus providing a relatlve disparity cue) Neu- 
ral d ~ s c r ~ m i n a t ~ o n  performance way assessed by plottmg the probabll~ty 
of a given level of neuronal response agamst hlnorulal d ~ s p a r ~ t y  Aver- 
age neuronal thresholds were - 4 x  poorer than behav~oural  thresholds, 
although the best neurons were marginally better than the an~mals '  be- 
haviour Thus, the well-known precmon of relat~ve depth judgements 
can be suppolted with signals from a small number of V1  ncurons The 

.-.- ~ 

The  lnnulus had a p r o f ~ k d  effect on behavioural tlheshold( which 
were N 10x poorer when the surround was absent or contained binocu- 
larly uncorrelated dots. W r  V1 neurons, the disparity of stilnuli outside 
the classical receptive field has a negligible effect, because V1 neurons 
signal only absolute disparities (Cumming and Parker, J. Neurosci, in 
press). Thus, in the absence of a local disparity reference, single V1 
neurons actually outperform the observer. Presumably in this case, psy- 
cbophysical thresholds are limited by other factors (such as uncertainty 
about vergence eye position). 
(Supported by the Wellcome Trust, the Royal Society and the MRC.) 
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T H E  RESPONSE O F  BINOCULAR V1 NEURONS T O  INTEROC- 
ULAR ORIENTATION DIFFERENCES 
H. Bridge, B.G. Cumming and A.J. Parker*. University Laboratory of Physioi- 
ogy, Parks Road, Oxford, OX1 3PT, UK 

When aslanted plane is viewed binocularly, asingle lineon the plane projects 
to lines of different orientations on the left and right retinae. Binocular orienta- 
tion differences rather than differences in position may therefore code the slant 
of surfaces. In anaesthetised cats, some neurons respond maximally when stim- 
ulus orientation is different in the two eyes. Such neurons may provide a neural 
mechanism for detecting interocular orientation differences (Blakemore et al., 
1972; Nelson et al., 1977). The existing data may simply reflect independent 
sumn~ation of responses from the two eyes, so that they do not demonstrate 
a binocular interaction specific to the orientation difference. Here we sparched 
in V1 of awake, fixating monkeys for a neuronal mechanism that is specific for 
binocular orientation differences. 

We presented sinewave gratings of different orientations to the two eyes. 
Neurons that sum monocular responses should always respond maximally to 
the preferred orientation in one eye, regardless of the orieritation of the stimulus 
presented to the other eye. Neurons with a spec~fic binocular mechanism for 
detecting orientation differences would have their maximal response whenever 
the preferred orientation difference occurs. In this case, the orientation preferred 
by one eye depends on the orientation presented to the other eye. 

Of orientation selective neurons in Vl ,  around three quarters exhibit the 
response pattern expected from neurons summing the monocular inputs. How- 
ever, the other quarter respond in a manner consistent with a mechanism se- 
lective for interocular orientation differences. We conclude that in V1 of the 
awake, behaving monkey there are neurons that appear to code specifically for 
interocular orientation differences. These cells may be capable of signalling 
surface slant. 

Supported by the Weilcome Trust and the Christopher Welch Fund. 

V1 AND CONSCIOUS VISION AN fMRl STUDY OF RELATIVE CORTICAL 
BLINDNESS P Stoengl*, R Kle~serl, M Ntedeggenl, J Wlttsack2, Ilnstttute 
of Phys~ologlcal Psychology and 2lnstttute of Radlolog~cal Dtagnost~c, 
Helnnch-Hetne-Untvers~ty, 40225 Dusseldorf, FRG 

It IS generally assumed that V1 1s needed to medtate consctous vlslon In 
areas of relatlve cortlcal blmdness To test this assurnptton, we used fMRl tn 
three pattents (FS, DH GW wdh left-hemls~herlc les~ons caustno 

THEORY FOR DISPARITY ANALYSIS IN THE VISUAL CORTEX 
WHICH PREDICTS A NOVEL GRATING STIMULUS DEPTH ILLUSION. 
F. Worgotcer' and A. -- Cozzi Inst. of Physiology, Dept. of Neurophy$ology, 
Ruhr-Universitat Bochiim, D-44780 Bochum, Germany 
Binocular vision allows us to perceive our environment, as .?-dimensional, and 
this perception is created by cooperative neuronal operaiions in the visual sys- 
tem. S-cells in the visual cortex have receptive fields which can be described as 
spatial band-pas filters approximated by so-called "Gahorn-functions. Even 
(real) and odd (imaginary) pairs of monocular S-cell responses in the left (1) 
and the right (I) eye shall be denoted as MI,,, a complex number. Such monoc- 
ular S-cell pairs from both eyes ran now be arranged by a pilsi~-pall mechnnzsm 
in order to yield binocular S-cells which for~n the basis of disparity analysis. 
Cortical C-cells receive input from S-cells. We model this by a quodnsture- 
paw cell model combining two sets of each four hinocular S-cells in order to 
get two C-cells CeYi" and GOdd. Disparity is coded by such a C-cell pair as 
C = M M :  = CeYen + iCD", where the ast,erisk denotes thc cotuplex conju- 
gate. This represents a "shared energy" signal from the left and the right eye 
and implicitly encodes disparity by an energy model. We normalize this signal 
by thc pure energy signals from the left and the right eye GI,, = Ml,,M(, 
and get D = = ed'-+v which represents a phase-based model for ,\I, As; M? As: 
disparity analysis. Thus, these two models are nenronally almost ideniical 
(apart from a final normalization strp). This theory predicts that a strong 
discrepancy should exist bet,wecn the actual and the perceived depth of sirie- 
wave ltiminancc-modulated ("grating") sti~nuli: If the spatial fiequcncy of the 
grating is increased it seems to nmve closer to the observer. In psycl~ophysical 
experiments we prove that this conjecture holds. 
Acknoruledgments: Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft SFB-509 and HFSP 
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RESPONSES OF CELLS IN MACAQUE V1 TO CHROMATIC STIMULI 
ARE COMPATIBLE WITH HUMAN COLOR CONSTANCY 
T.  Wachtler: T.J. Sejnowski, T.D. Alhright. The Salk Institute for Biological 
Studies. La .TolIa. CA 92037. 

percepts, which are <nfluenced by chromatic context ~owe;er, some V1 neurons 
can he influenced by other contextual stimuli, so we recorded neural responses in 
V1 of awake macaques to color patches on colored backgrounds, stimuli that are 
typically used in color appearance studies. The patches were squares, between 
Y and 4.5" in size and at  least twice as large as the classical receptive field, and 
were presented on backgrounds of different chromaticities. In addition, T col- 
ored squares of the same chromaticity as the stimulus were displayed a t  4-6 
degrees from the receptive field. The chromatic tuning of cells was altered on 
chromatic backgrounds compared to responses on a neutral gray background 
(JVachtleret all999 IOVS 40 4:S641). With respect to a color constancy measure 
based on cone ratios, the response change for stimuli in the same chromatic di- 
rection as the background corresponds to an average degree of color constancy 
of 0.7 (i0.3). The presence of remote color patches, which alone did not evoke 
a response, changed the response to a stimulus in the receptive field in 50% of 
the cells tested. The response was reduced by 20% on average. This response 
modulation by remote chromatic stimuli in V1 cells is qualitatively similar to 
findings for color-selective cells in V4 (Desimoneet a1 1990 J. Neumset. 103369) on 
a different spatial scale. It also matches the results of our studies of human 
color perception (Wachtlerrt a1 1998 Soc. A'euroscr. Abstr. 242:1398) where we had 
found a degree of color constancy of 0.5-0.9, depending on observer, which was 
significantly modulated by remote chromakic patches. These results indicate 
that chromatic context influences Vl  cells consistent with corresponding per- 
ceptual effects, thus suggesting that early visual processing may corrtrihut,e to 
color appearance and color constancy. (Supported by the Howard Hughes Med- 
ical Institute and the Sloan Center for Theoretical Neurobiology) 
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EVENT-RELATED fMRI STUDIES OF CONTRAST DETECTION 
D. Ress. B. T. Backus, and D. 3. ~eeec r ' ,  Dcpr. of P.~>~cholog> Srnnfurd University 
Purpose: To test if psychophysical pcrforrnance is correlated with the brain activity in 
early cortical visual areas. 
Methods: N R I  activity was recorded (T2*-weighted, spiral trajectory) while subjects 
performed a scrics of many (>ZOO) trials of a contrast-detection task. On half the trials 
(randotnlv interleaved), a tarret  att tern (4-Hz contrast-reversine checkerboard restricted 




